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Galtung, Violence, and Gender: The Case
for a Peace Studies/Feminism Alliance
by Catia C. Confortini
My paper argues for an incorporation of feminist theories into peace
theories, by analyzing what is missing by not confronting feminist contributions to a theory on violence. I take Johan Galtung’s theory of violence as a
point of departure, as a theory that is widely uncontested in peace studies.
Galtung’s articulation of direct, structural, and cultural violence offers
a uniﬁed framework within which all violence can be seen. On the other
hand, feminism can contribute to and enrich Galtung’s theory of violence in
four possible ways:
1. Galtung’s theory needs to incorporate notions of gender as a social
construct embodying relations of power.
2. Dichotomous, mutually exclusive categories that shape our understanding of the world are gendered and they are key to the production and
reproduction of violence at all levels.
3. Gendered language deﬁnes the possibility and impossibility of pursuing different visions of the social world. Violence and peace can be
constituted through language.
4. Violence produces and deﬁnes gender identities and, in turn, is produced and deﬁned by them.
These contributions have important implications for peace studies: only by
taking gender seriously as a category of analysis, can prescriptions for a
violence-free society be more than temporary solutions to deeply ingrained
attitudes to accept violence as “natural.”

INTRODUCTION

Drawing from a nineteenth- and early twentieth-century feminist tradition, some feminists in the 1970s and 1980s proposed that women were,
by nature, upbringing, and/or by virtue of being mothers and caretakers,
morally superior to and more peaceful than men.1 This association of
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women with paciﬁsm disconcerted many other feminists. In particular,
Jean Bethke Elshtain argued that claims of women’s natural or cultural
superiority in matters of peace and war only serve to reproduce, if
inverted, a world based on gendered dichotomies and power hierarchies.2 Echoing Elshtain’s concerns, Christine Sylvester was critical of
the assumptions about women’s homogeneity that radical/standpoint
feminists implied when generalizing about women’s peacefulness.3 In
agreement, Ann Tickner observed that
The association of femininity with peace lends support to an idealized masculinity that depends on constructing women as passive
victims in need of protection. It also contributes to the claim that
women are naïve in matters relating to international politics. An
enriched, less militarized notion of citizenship cannot be built on
such a weak foundation.4

These feminists found such association disempowering for both women
and peace.5 While I agree that there are “dangers in merging feminist
and peace projects,”6 I believe that feminism and peace studies have
much in common and should not disregard the contributions they can
each make to the other’s ﬁeld.
Terrell Northrup observed some similarities between conﬂict resolution theory and feminism. Conﬂict resolution theory belongs to the larger
peace studies ﬁeld and many of Northrup’s remarks apply equally to
peace studies: ﬁrst, many feminists and peace theorists share a commitment to “new thinking” and alternative ways to look at problems; they
both address issues of identity and human needs as opposed to power
politics; feminism and a sizable part of the conﬂict resolution community also recognize the importance of concepts such as relationship,
diversity, and interdependence; and they acknowledge the existence
of multiple “realities,” and of cultural and historical differences in
worldviews.7 Most importantly, both feminism and peace studies, unlike much of the rest of social science, have an explicitly value-laden,
normative agenda: their ultimate goals are peace (for peace studies) and
gender equality (for feminism). Although the degree of compatibility
between the two objectives can be and has been subject to feminist
scrutiny, I argue that these two goals can be implemented together.8
The ﬁrst step toward incorporating gender studies into peace theories is to analyze what is missed by not confronting feminist contributions to a theory on violence. I take Johan Galtung’s widely accepted
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theory of violence as a point of departure, as his conception is one on
which much of peace studies research (including feminist peace research)9
is based.
Johan Galtung formulated a theory of violence based on the recognition that direct, personal violence (from bar brawls to international
wars) is only one of three shapes which violence assumes. The other
two categories of violence, namely structural (or indirect) and cultural
violence are present in society in more subtle, but not less damaging
ways. For instance, Galtung acknowledges that poverty (structural
violence) or media gloriﬁcation of violence (cultural violence) are also
forms of violence. Furthermore, Galtung conceives of peace as both
negative (absence of direct violence) and positive (presence of social
justice).10 Only the elimination of violence at all levels can lead to
true peace (negative as well as positive). Understanding how violence
originates and operates at all levels, and how and why violence is used
as a method of conﬂict resolution is, therefore, necessary to develop a
theory of peace.
The problem is that Galtung fails to explore the role of gender in
the social construction of violence, with the consequence that his prescriptions for nonviolent methods can at best be temporary piecemeal
solutions to a persistent, deeply ingrained attitude to accept violence as
“natural.” They cannot effectively transform society’s inclination to violence. Feminists in International Relations and in other social sciences
argue that gender as a social construct organizes social life in hierarchical, mutually exclusive categories, which are in a relationship of sub/
super ordination to one another. This not only means that violence can
at times be valued over nonviolence as a way of ending conﬂicts (as the
current war against Iraq has amply showed), but also that the construction (justiﬁcation?) of this superior status of violence owes much to
gender relations. In this paper, I will explore how feminist theories on
violence can shed light on the concept and legitimization of violence, in
ways important to, yet currently underestimated by, much of the peace
studies literature.11
I identify four possible interrelated but distinct contributions of
feminist thought to Galtung’s theory of violence. First, I argue that
Galtung’s theory would beneﬁt from an understanding of gender as a
social construct that embodies power relations, rather than as a synonym for sex. Second, this feminist understanding allows us to see
how several categories that shape and permit us to make sense of our
social life are deeply gendered and involved in the production and
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reproduction of violence at all levels. Third, many feminists see language
as constitutive of our social relations and they have successfully shown
that language both reﬂects and reproduces existing gender relations.
Furthermore, some feminists have shown that gendered language actualizes possibilities and impossibilities, so that certain social worlds only
become imaginable (thus pursuable) through some rather than other
forms of verbal communication. Violence or peace can be constituted
through language. Finally, recent feminist work on masculinities has
presented evidence that violence is deeply implicated in the construction
and reproduction of gender relations, and in particular in the construction and reproduction of hegemonic masculinity.
JOHAN GALTUNG’S THEORY OF VIOLENCE

Galtung states that “Violence is present when human beings are
being inﬂuenced so that their actual somatic and mental realizations
are below their potential realizations.”12 The opposite of violence is
peace, which encompasses “peace with nature, peace between genders
[sic], generations and races, where the excluded are included not by
force, and where classes, nations and states serve neither direct nor structural violence.”13
Galtung ﬁrst elaborated the concept of violence in his “Violence,
Peace and Peace Research” in 1969, when he introduced the crucial
differentiation between personal and structural violence.14 In 1990, he
introduced the concept of cultural violence.15 Whereas personal violence
is violence with a subject, structural violence is violence without a subject,16 and cultural violence serves as legitimization of both personal and
structural violence.17 In structural violence, “violence is built into the
structure, and shows up as unequal power and consequently as unequal
life chances.” It is the unequal distribution of resources, and the
unequal distribution of the “power to decide over the distribution of
resources” that give rise to structural violence. In this interpretation,
resources are seen as not only material or economic, but also nonmaterial,
such as education, health care, etc.18 So, for Galtung, “when one husband
beats his wife there is a clear case of personal violence, but when 1
million husbands keep 1 million wives in ignorance there is structural
violence”19 (I will comment on this statement later in this article).
Structural violence is impersonal, to the extent that the violence is
inherent to the structure of society: whether an actor exists or not,
it is irrelevant. Third World feminists are similarly concerned with
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structures of inequality and the unequal distribution of material and
nonmaterial resources.20
In “Typologies of Violence,” originally written in 1981, Galtung
argues that violence can also be deﬁned in terms of the kind of harm
it produces, in terms of what human needs it limits. Both direct and
structural violence hamper the need of bodily and psychological integrity,
basic material needs (such as the need for sleep, nutrition, movement,
health, love, etc.), classical human rights (freedom of expression, need
for mobilization, need for work, etc.), and nonmaterial needs (such
as solidarity, friendship, happiness, self-actualization, and so on).21
His focus on human needs, and the various lists of human needs and
rights he developed over the years can be viewed as a point of contact
between Galtung and feminism.22 A discussion and comparison between
Galtung’s and feminist work on development, human needs, and
human capabilities goes beyond the scope of this paper. Sufﬁce it to
say that Galtung’s lists appear to have much in common with a set of
criteria for the “good life” that feminist political theorist Brooke Ackerly
developed.23
Latent violence (violence “that might easily come about”)24 and the
threat of violence are also forms of violence. Moreover, a person can be
inﬂuenced (therefore “violated”) through the positive exercise of violence
(reward given for obedience to the oppressor’s dictates), or through the
negative exercise of violence (punishment given for disobedience).25 These
observations resonate with feminist activists and scholars who work with
women in battering relationships. For example, the “cycle of violence”
in abusive relationships relies on periods in which the batterer does not
use force against his victim. These periods, however, are instrumental to
tension buildup in a relationship and always lead to more violence.
In addition, many women who have experienced abuse report that
batterers’ threats feel as degrading, intimidating, and hurtful as the
actual blows. Finally, batterers commonly rely on “stick and carrot” or
“reward and punishment” strategies to force their victim to comply
with their demands.
Galtung elaborates on the interaction between agency and structure, between direct and structural violence in Human Rights in
Another Key.26 As an example, he identiﬁes the underlying structural
elements of torture. He sees torture “not merely as a problem of infraction of human rights in the country where torture shows up, but as one
of the strategies of capitalist and social imperialism.”27 Torture is a
method of social and political control that depends on the systems that
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produce torture hardware (the artifacts used in the torture chambers
have to be produced somewhere, most likely by a corporation, and
shipped somewhere else), torture software (personnel has to be trained
to torture), and torture research (to determine the methods and effectiveness of torture).28 The structure on which torture depends is sustained because of the economic and political interests of imperialism.
He concludes that the human right of not being tortured is a “shallow” human right. “The deeper right would be the human right to live
in a social and world structure that does not produce torture.”29 In
other words, direct violence constitutes the tip of an iceberg, while the
vast majority of the formation (structural violence) is hidden below
the water’s surface.30 He similarly tackles other human rights, such as
the right to mental health and the right to a clean environment, underscoring the advantages of a structural approach to them. A structural
approach would focus on transformation, rather than “tampering.” It
would go beyond conception of evil acts by evil actors and highlight
how industrialism and commercialism have brought about global economic cycles that make it nearly impossible to detect causes and effects
of environmental problems in a linear and clear-cut way.31
When talking about war and peace, Galtung reﬂects on the fact that
the “institution of war ... transcend[s] any particular aggressor–victim
system.”32 Galtung points out that even in the case of war, violence is
rooted in structural and cultural systems, which limit an actor’s freedom
of choice in regard to the commission of violence.33 In the same work,
he also hints at some “deeper” (i.e., structural) causes of murder,34 but
clings onto the notion that murder can be adequately addressed as a
problem “within an actor-orientated paradigm” (idem), thus maintaining a reliance on a direct versus structural dichotomy of violence. In
fact, he asserts that “murderers, except at war as soldiers or when hired,
cannot claim their innocence as part of structures.”35
Yet, in the case of murder, as in the case of torture or war, we need
to look beyond underlying material structure and into nonmaterial structures or processes. Gender is one of these processes, which would allow
us to understand how structures of domination came about. A genderconscious approach to the relation between direct, structural, and cultural violence would go further than observing that torture chambers
must have been built somewhere, or that torturers need to be trained. It
would even go beyond relying on the material interests of capitalism to
explain the existence of torture hardware. A gender-conscious approach
would explore hidden power relations, uncover the ways in which
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torture becomes conceivable at the individual and global level, and expose how the system of torture is reliant on gender relations to survive.
Galtung’s notion of cultural violence can be useful for looking
into the nonmaterial and symbolic systems that provide justiﬁcation and
legitimacy to the use of violence. He opens the door to a nonmaterial
approach when he states that,
[I]f the conﬂicts are not solved creatively, and the (political) culture
deﬁnes violence as legitimate in such situations, then structure implies conﬂict implies violence. But conﬂicts do not necessarily lead
to violence; that depends more on the culture.36

Looking for the origins of violence in the nonmaterial sphere,
Galtung ﬁnds that cultural violence is “those aspects of culture, the
symbolic sphere of our existence ... that can be used to justify or legitimize direct or structural violence.”37 Cultural, structural, and personal
violence are the three corners of a violence triangle, which is meant to
graphically illustrate that all types of violence breed each other in many
ways and that violence reproduces itself across all dimensions. Cultural
violence, Galtung claims, can be contained in all areas of social life
(religion, law, ideology, science, etc.); it serves as a legitimizing factor
for both direct and structural violence, whereas it “motivat[es] actors to
commit direct violence or [it] omit[s] counteracting structural violence”;
and it can be either intended or unintended.38
Galtung proposes that a culture of violence stems from a worldview
that represents the world in dualistic, mutually exclusive terms: the
“Dualism-Manichenism-Armaggeddon”39 syndrome, where the world is
seen in terms of conﬂict between good and evil.40 This culture of violence can be derived from certain interpretations of various sacred texts
or from ideologies like nationalism, sexism, racism, etc., and provides
justiﬁcation and meaning to violent conﬂict resolution, insofar as it
imbeds the inevitability and righteousness of violence into people’s
worldviews.41
This sort of dualistic thinking has been exposed by feminists as very
gendered and the failure to see this gendering has profound consequences
for the way we can think about possible solutions to violence. However,
the concept of cultural violence constitutes the link, or point of access
for a gender-conscious approach to violence. As a matter of fact, feminists think about gender as a symbolic process or system, one that makes
other processes or systems possible.
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In Peace by Peaceful Means Galtung singles out patriarchy as one
of the forms of structural violence, having identiﬁed gender as one of
the “spaces” where violence can be found.42 Patriarchy is then a vertical
structure, with men on top and women on the bottom, expressing itself
in many other forms of violence against women, legitimized by cultural
justiﬁcations. Patriarchy and sexism are also embodied in cultural violence, insofar as certain cultural patterns legitimize the domination of
men over women; and in direct violence, insofar as men, rather than
women, commit the vast majority of directly violent acts.
But Galtung’s explanation of patriarchy leaves much to be desired.
He sees it as a system of dominance based on a hierarchical relationship
between women and men; he fails to recognize the many forms patriarchy assumes; and he does not acknowledge the ways in which different forms of patriarchy work to regulate relationships between men
and between women. Although he does not deﬁne gender, Galtung uses
the term as a synonym for sex and, more speciﬁcally, he sees dubious
causal links between male sexuality and male aggressiveness.
Finally he calls for a multidisciplinary approach to addressing gender issues in peace studies, taking into consideration biology, culture,
structure, etc., and he uses this argument to dismiss gender as a category
of analysis that is valid on its own terms.43 In this way, he subtly and
backhandedly discards studies that focus on gender as a category of
analysis. He justiﬁes his own work that “adds women and stirs,” without any serious in-depth analysis of how gender works to maintain
relationships of subordination and violence at all levels. While decrying
the continuous under-representation of women at the higher level of
government and business, he himself ignores most feminist works that
have looked into the gendering of violence and aggression. He is confused and confusing about whether patriarchy is a cause of violence at
all levels or a problem of women–men relationships that makes men
violent toward women. Referencing feminist thought would have helped
make clear the relationship between violence and gender. I will try to
clarify this relationship through the eyes of feminist scholarship in the
next section.
GALTUNG AND FEMINIST THOUGHT ON VIOLENCE

Of all of Galtung’s works, only in Peace by Peaceful Means does he
address gender as a “variable” worthy of attention in its own right.
While acknowledging that most directly violent acts are committed
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by men, his reﬂections on “this overwhelming correlation” between
sex and violence could beneﬁt from feminist insights. In addition, his
general theory of violence could also gain insights from feminist theory.
Contrary to Galtung’s assumptions that “gender” is but one variable in
an analysis of violence, feminists would argue that gender is essential to
understand the origins of violence and the mechanisms through which it
works. I identify four areas of engagement between Galtung’s theory of
violence and feminism in the four sections below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gender understood as a social construct
The problem with gendered categories
The relation between gendered language and violence
Gender and violence are mutually constituted

The relationships Galtung sees between direct, structural, and cultural
violence need to be revisited in light of feminist contributions. Violence
needs to be seen as a process rather than as a system or structure.
Talking of violence as a structure, or a system, hints at a static and
monolithic entity. Conceptualizing violence as a process allows us both
to understand the complexities and contestations behind violence as a
social practice and to envision possibilities of change.
1. Gender Understood as a Social Construct
Following common understandings, Galtung sees gender as a fault
line that separates people into two distinct categories: men and women.
Gender for Galtung is a property of individual people and a space where
(direct) violence happens. Seen in this way, gender becomes relevant to
an analysis of violence insofar as violent men use violence against feeble
women or men and/or insofar as there exists a structure that allows for
or precipitates men’s violence. However, feminists have long argued
that gender is only marginally related to biological sex. It is instead a
social construct, “socially learned behavior and expectations that distinguish between masculinity and femininity.”44 Gender can be seen as an
analytic category, which helps to organize the way people think about
the world. People thus come to see social reality as a set of mutually
exclusive dichotomous categories, in relationship of super/subordination one to the other.45
Essential in contemporary feminist thought about gender is the
concept of power. Feminist theories in the social sciences have especially
derived theoretical understandings of social phenomena from power
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as understood by French philosopher Michel Foucault, who viewed
power as a pervasive regulatory system for social control, in which all
individuals and social institutions participate.46 Feminists have also
been inﬂuenced by Anglo-American reinterpretations of Italian Marxist
political philosopher Antonio Gramsci (particularly by Canadian scholar
Robert Cox),47 and especially by these reinterpretations’ version of the
Gramscian concept of hegemony, which is intended as dominance
achieved through a mix of moral persuasion and consent by ruling elites
over the majority of society.48 Regardless of their theoretical inspiration,
feminists theorize that power is an essential feature of society and one
that maintains relations of domination and subordination between groups
of people.49
Joan Scott’s oft-quoted deﬁnition of gender is composed of two
interdependent components: “gender is a constitutive element of social
relationships based on perceived differences between the sexes,” and
“gender is a primary way of signifying relationships of power.”50
Gender, intended as the socially constructed dichotomy built upon biological sex differences, is a relation of power, feminists argue, and as
such, it shapes, regulates, rationalizes and justiﬁes other social relations
of power, which, in turn, are all gendered. From this perspective, gender
is “systemic and transformative” as “the world is pervasively shaped by
gender meanings.”51
Failing to understand gender as an analytical category, which has
much to do with power in social relations, has profound consequences for
Galtung’s thought, as it makes him unable to recognize the vast implications gender has for violence and peace as social practices. In the ﬁrst
place, Galtung fails to seriously problematize the equation man : woman =
war : peace. Whether by biology or socialization, Galtung concludes that
men tend to be more violent and women tend to be more peaceful. With
gender understood as sex, Galtung identiﬁes the male sex with aggressiveness and violence and locates the source of violence in male sexuality and socialization. He hypothesizes that male sexuality and violence
are neurological neighbors, thus they might be mutually triggered.52
It has now been amply demonstrated that genetic and hormonal
explanations of aggression and violence are scientiﬁcally unsound and
have repeatedly failed their own tests of scientiﬁc validity and veriﬁability.53 Moreover, the supposed biological links between male sexuality
and aggression have also been proven weak. Joshua Goldstein surveys
scientiﬁc ﬁndings in this area, and concludes that most men do not ﬁnd
combat sexy/sexual in any way and that testosterone levels are not a
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cause of aggression. In addition, maternal behaviors in women (as in the
animal world) vastly vary and they include maternal aggression as well
as nurturing.54
Furthermore, feminists tend to be skeptical of the supposed neutrality of such social science, and claim that all too often “science” has
been invoked to justify political and ideological agendas.55 Betty Rosoff
claims that,
[i]n a sexist society in which war is an instrument of national
policy, . . . research attempting to establish a genetically determined
role for men in war making would be supported and encouraged.56

Such research would serve the double purpose of keeping women
out of potentially inﬂuential political and military positions and supporting a national agenda where war is always among the policy
options in interstate relations.
Most feminist social scientists would not deny the existence of some
biological sources of violence, but would also argue that humans have
developed social and moral categories that interact with biology in
multiple and vastly unknown ways to determine human actions.57 This is
true of sex and sexuality as well, which for humans (and, to a certain
degree, for animals too) are profoundly social and moral experiences. Even
so, we are still left to explain how violence has come to be seen as
socially and morally acceptable by human society. Feminists would
argue that gender, not sex, has a lot to do with this process.
An example of the consequences of thinking in sociobiological terms
can be found in a controversial 1998 article in Foreign Affairs by Francis
Fukuyama. Fukuyama proposed that one of the explanations for democratic peace was biology: since Western democracies show a higher level
of women’s political participation; and since women are biologically less
aggressive, adventurous, or competitive than men, Western democracies
are more peaceful than authoritarian states. Peacefulness and increased
female political involvement could appear as positive developments,
Fukuyama argued. However, since most of the world (Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia, i.e., the other-than-white world) will likely
continue to be ruled by young males, and since male aggressiveness is
rooted in biology, “feminized policies could be a liability”58 for the
future of postindustrial societies. Therefore, “masculine” policies and
determined leaders will be necessary to rein in these aggressive men and
preserve Western civilization.
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Feminists have observed that the argument that men are naturally
more predisposed to violence than women has long served to maintain a
status quo based on women’s (and other categories of people’s) subordination. It also underestimates the social realities and innumerable
possibilities of peaceful, nonviolent men. In response to Fukuyama’s
article, J. Ann Tickner suggested that his is an essentially conservative
argument, which hides a political agenda of keeping women (and other
categories of people who are not identiﬁable with the white middle-class
Western male) in a subordinate position. Not only did Fukuyama’s article support female subordination, it also advanced a racist argument
according to which non-Western men need to be kept in check, lest they
wage wars of conquest against the civilized world.59
While this was certainly not Galtung’s intention, if a biosocial link
between sex and violence is claimed, the bases are laid for a justiﬁcation
of polarization, which, in Galtung’s thought, is at the origins of violence
itself and might even constitute structural violence, if “those lower down
are really hurt/harmed, that is their basic needs are molested or at best
left unsatisﬁed by the structure.”60 In other words, by associating men
with a predisposition to violence, Galtung ends up inadvertently supporting the type of thinking which perpetuates violence in society.
Finally, Galtung’s particular reliance on a presupposed link between
male sexuality and male aggression reveals a heterosexual bias that
feminist queer theory has contested. In his discussion about sex and
violence, Galtung normalizes male heterosexuality (he talks about “the
typical adult human male”),61 and conﬁnes experiences of alternative
sexualities to silence. So, for example, when he reﬂects on the relationship between sexist language and the war system, Galtung assumes that
the imagery of “smart bombs” entering targets evokes fantasies of gang
rape, thus implying an undeﬁned link between sex/violence language
and military might. By doing this, however, he commits the double
mistake of thinking that somehow gang rape is sexy or exciting in the
minds of military men (implying that they are all possible violent rapists) and denying that the gang rape imagery, instead, serves homoerotic
functions, insofar as it allows to “simultaneously afﬁrm and deny the
erotic bond in male groups.”62 Moreover, as Carol Cohn has observed,
the implications for the use of sexual imagery when referring to the war
machine go beyond the display of masculine prowess: the imagery can
be interpreted as “a way of minimizing the seriousness of military
endeavors, of denying their deadly consequences”63 (I will return to this
point later in this article).
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Queer theorists have argued that silence about homosexuality or
homoeroticism in male groups is a reﬂection of heterosexual hegemony,
which has its basis in fundamental societal inequalities and gender roles.
This heterosexual hegemony “relies not only on consent, legitimation
and ‘common sense,’ but also on moments of denial, silencing and coercion.”64 Thus, relying on heterosexual male experiences to describe their
supposed relationship to violent behavior both disempowers “different”
masculinities and legitimates their subjugation; it also downplays the
innumerable possibilities for a nonviolent sexuality–biology relationship
that these alternative models might present.
More compelling, from a “scientiﬁc” point of view, are explanations of the sex/violence nexus that are based on socialization. Galtung’s
assertion that boys are socialized into aggression ﬁnds empirical support
across cultures, where sex segregation is marked by boys’ rougher group
play.65 However, these data are by no means clear on the direction
of such supposed causation: is aggression caused by socialization into
sex roles or are gender identities produced by different socialization
practices?66 Although within a very different framework, far from the
positivist idea of causation,67 most feminists would be closer to a position that supports the latter statement. I will discuss this further in the
following sections.
2. The Problem of Gendered Categories
Robert Connell stated that gender “means practice organized in
terms of, or in relation to, the reproductive division of people into male
and female.”68 As previously mentioned, then, feminists see gender as a
way of organizing the world into sets of distinct, mutually exclusive,
categories. These categories are in a relationship of super/subordination
one to the other and they both reﬂect and reproduce the gender order.
According to Sandra Harding, gender symbolism is the process through
which gender metaphors are assigned to various perceived dichotomies,
so that when people think in terms of dichotomies, they also associate
each of them with either femininity or masculinity. The categories that
are associated with femininity are valued less than the ones associated
with masculinity.69 Activity versus passivity, rationality versus emotion,
and strength versus weakness are some of these dualisms and so are
war/violence versus peace. The ﬁrst of each pair of terms is usually
associated with masculinity and is assigned a higher value than the
second term. Many feminists would argue that reversing the hierarchy
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implied in each pair would not constitute a solution to existing social
inequalities, as each pair would still hide, reproduce, and naturalize
unequal social relations of power.70
Therefore, when social scientists think in terms of dichotomies, they
reproduce gender relations of power in their own theory, thus legitimizing relationships of dominance and subordination at all levels. Galtung
is not immune to this, as he frames the concept of violence in dichotomous terms, in opposition to the concept of peace. He relies on a binary
opposition, when he deﬁnes peace as the absence of violence or violence
as the opposite of peace. Although in his view peace and nonviolence
are superior to violence, he ends up reproducing theoretically a distinction based on unequal power relations. This is not to say that violence
and peace are or should be equally valued. However, a feminist analysis
would complicate the relationship between the two terms; look at how
violence and peace are not monolithic mutually exclusive categories,
and how islands of violence can exist within seas of peace or vice versa.
For example, feminist scholars in international relations have
observed that when IR scholars talk about peace, they ignore the wars
going on inside the home, in the form of domestic violence. This is due
to the fact that nonfeminist IR reproduces the gendered opposition between public and private sphere; it establishes its boundaries at the edge
of the public sphere, therefore ignoring the feminized domestic life. This
has led the discipline to overlook issues such as rape in wartime, battering in intimate relationships, and other forms of violence against women
as they relate to the world of international affairs. However, feminists
claim that, far from being strictly domestic or private matters, instances
of violence against women are often related to international relations in
unsuspected ways.
The wars in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in the early 1990s
have brought to international attention once again the widespread use
of rape as part of wartime strategies of conquest. Rather than representing isolated acts by rogue soldiers or troops, rape in wartime has been
shown to be a deliberate strategic move. It had and has multiple meanings and sources: it is symbolic, in that rape of one or many enemy
women represents conquest and power over the enemy’s national and
cultural identity; it is constitutive of soldiers’ identities insofar as it
helps to build and it reinforces a (violent) type of hegemonic masculinity
needed for warfare; it is relational, in that wartime rape’s construction
of hegemonic masculinity depends on the existence of oppositional
categories of subjugated women and emasculated enemy men.71 The
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relevance of an analysis of wartime rape for the development of a
comprehensive theory of violence goes beyond the violence to which
many women are subjected and speaks directly to the way power
relations of gender are intertwined with the justiﬁcations for and
legitimation of war.
Second-generation feminist IR scholars have studied subjects such
as military prostitution and domestic work, and they have convincingly
subverted the largely artiﬁcial distinction between public and private in
international relations. Expanding Cynthia Enloe’s pioneering work
on military prostitution, which showed the interdependence between
masculinist ideologies, international politics, and institutionalized sexual
relations,72 Katharine Moon demonstrated that military prostitutes in
South Korea
are more directly involved in international politics than through
their part in gendered schemes of power, that their relationships
with foreign soldiers personify and deﬁne, not only underlie,
relations between governments.73

Within a Coxian-Gramscian framework, Christine Chin investigated
Filipina domestic workers in Malaysia and concluded that “transnational
migrant female domestic labor has become an integral component
in the state elite’s strategy of garnering consent for export-oriented
development.”74 Both Moon’s military prostitutes and Chin’s migrant
domestic workers are categories of people who are subject to intense
exploitation and violence of all kinds, and are players in an extensive
network of relations between political and military apparati, private
citizens, and economic interests. Yet, they have been overlooked by
a discipline whose core principle and purpose is the elimination of
violence.
These and other studies show the interaction between seemingly
opposing and mutually exclusive arenas, such as domestic and international, private and public. They also highlight the problematic characterization of women (and especially certain women) as victims, rather
than agents. The dichotomies victimizer/victim and subject/object, which
Galtung adopts as part of his deﬁnition of violence, are also profoundly
gendered and do not accurately reﬂect the multiplicity of ways in which
people live through and despite violence. The subject/object distinction,
in particular, is one that feminists have amply problematized in epistemological and methodological terms. Rejecting claims of objectivity in
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science, feminists have questioned the possibility and desirability of separating the knower from the known and have argued for methodologies
that are constantly questioning and redeﬁning the relationship between
researcher and researched.75 More importantly for my purposes, feminists contend that the subject/object distinction relies on the assumption
that the object is passive, thus rejecting the possibility of her agency and
empowerment. The experiences of feminists working on the issue of
prostitution can exemplify these points.
Contemporary approaches to sex work fall into three categories.
Radical feminists76 think of prostitution as another example of men’s
exploitation of women: control over women’s sexuality and body is a
distinguished feature of the patriarchal system, and prostitution and
pornography are manifestations and instruments of such control. In the
middle of the 1980s, a newly born prostitutes’ rights movement77 started
arguing for a position that would take into consideration prostitutes’
views of themselves and their work and, to this end, they introduced a
distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution. In response to
radical feminists, prostitutes proposed that prostitution was a legitimate
occupation, which people could freely choose. However, activists claimed,
trafﬁcking and forced prostitution constituted unequivocal examples of
violence against women. According to activists, international law should
respect the prostitutes’ rights to self-determination, while combating the
abuse perpetrated by those who force women (and other people) into
sex work.78 This position started to gain prevalence in the international
community toward the end of the 1980s and it is still the dominant
approach to sex work in international law frameworks and organizations. Either of these two positions would ﬁt into Galtung’s analysis of
violence: they both posit a clear distinction between victims and perpetrators, and they also both posit the need for protection for one and
punishment or determent for the other.
In recent years, however, experiences drawn from more than a
decade of antitrafﬁcking measures have prompted a reexamination of the
latter framework. Starting from the lives of sex workers in the global
South, Third World feminists are not only rejecting radical feminism’s
claims as yet another attempt to colonize the “other” woman’s body,
but also the voluntary/forced distinction as harmful for prostitutes’ rights
and self-determination. In particular, they argue that this distinction
leads to the relegation of prostitutes into two mutually exclusive categories, the innocent victim (of sex trafﬁcking) and the self-determined prostitute. Such a division reproduces a Victorian-era distinction that classiﬁed
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all women either as virtuous madonnas or dirty whores. The only
prostitutes in need of protection are those falling into the ﬁrst category,
whereas the others are left to fend for themselves, if their rights are
violated. This dichotomization is also problematic for Third World
feminists because it focuses on poverty as a factor that “forces” women
into prostitution: the “poverty as force” approach hides “underlying
racist and classist implications” insofar as it does not “respect the choice
of a woman from a developing country.”79 The voluntary versus
forced distinction depends on an objectiﬁcation of certain categories
of people and on attempts at establishing social control over them.
Thus, for example, repressive policies have been enacted by states
against sex workers, using the trafﬁcking issue as a moral and legal
justiﬁcation, whereas prostitutes have remained ignored and their rights
unprotected.80
Feminist experiences and reﬂections around sex work issues offer
three distinct contributions to Galtung’s theory of violence. First, they
point to the practical implications of viewing violence within a victim/
perpetrator framework, and especially to the dangers of putting people
into the “victim” category, without reﬂecting on the victim’s agency and
on her own deﬁnition of her situation. A true victim-oriented perspective would take into account the experience of violence from the point
of view of all those who suffer it. The idea of seeing the world in terms
of victims versus aggressors, and not in terms of agents (which can
simultaneously be victims and aggressors) is a ﬂawed one: it does not
allow the exploration of possibilities beyond paternalistic interventions,
which at best might not be effective, and at worst might be the cause of
further violence.
Sex workers’ theorizing also reveals the deeply gendered nature of
the violence/peace dichotomy, which reproduces relations of power and
subjugation in society. Putting peace as the superior category just reverses the power relation between the two, leaving a structure of domination in place. Sex workers have shown that states of peace and violence
coexist in a continuum. In some cases, one may be the precondition for
the other. Within this continuum, spaces can be and have been created
in all situations for the subversion of the unequal social structure and
the establishment of potentially transformative relationships. When
women create spaces within a potentially or actually exploitative
system, they carve out opportunities and come to see their work as
empowerment and emancipation. Efforts at eliminating such spaces are,
in turn, seen as domination or colonization of women’s bodies, as yet
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another form of violence.81 Protection needs to be seen in the context of
women’s agency, needs, and self-deﬁnition.
Finally, Third World feminists have articulated a view of sex
work in the context of women’s agency that complicates the direct–
structural–cultural violence triangle posited by Galtung. Although he
recognizes that different types of violence are mutually reinforcing,
feminist scholarship has further shown that direct violence is a method
for the social control of both men and women and, in particular, of
speciﬁc categories of human beings. Direct violence as a method of
social control (thus, of structural and cultural violence) is seen, for
example, in domestic violence, where battering is used to maintain
a structure of domination within the family. Galtung’s example of
domestic violence as a case of direct violence (which I mentioned
earlier) is one of the few references to gender in Galtung’s early works,
but it is revealing of the way he thinks about gender (as a biological
category). It also speaks to his underestimation of both the pervasiveness of domestic violence and the tight connections existing between
wife abuse and structural violence against women. In fact, feminist
research on domestic violence has amply shown that violence in the
home is an instrument for the social control of women. Abusive men use
direct violence to control and/or prevent women’s access to education,
work, social relations, etc.82 In other words, direct violence is a tool
used to build, perpetuate, and reproduce structural violence.
Violence as a method for social control is also seen in rape, which,
rather than being an individual’s aberration, is “deeply embedded in
power inequalities and ideologies of male supremacy.”83 In the case
of sex work, attempts at “saving” prostitutes are, themselves, viewed
by prostitutes as another form of control, violence, and colonization.
Feminist analysis posits a mutually reinforcing relation between the different kinds of violence and all interact to maintain social relations
of power. The gender order makes violence possible and, as I will later
show in further detail, violence acts as a constitutive element of the
gender order. One of the vehicles through which this relationship is
worked out is gendered language, a mechanism through which violence
is legitimated in society.
3. The Relation Between Gendered Language and Violence
Feminists contend that gender relations are embedded in the legitimation of violence. One of the channels through which legitimation occurs
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is language. Galtung recognizes the role that language plays in breeding
a culture of violence. In Peace by Peaceful Means, he sees language as
one element of cultural violence, which serves to legitimize all other
types of violence. So, in Galtung’s view the language of sex serves to
legitimize the biologically and socially derived association between
(hetero)sexual acts and violence. Violence becomes sexy as it is associated with copulation.84 A look at feminist works on the gendering of
language again offers a more sophisticated and more troubling view of
the role of language in the reproduction of violence. In particular, Galtung
doesn’t talk about the mechanisms through which violence discourse
gets abstracted, and which not only serve to justify violence as domination (and sex as domination), but also to limit our choices for political
options.
Through an analysis of the discourse of high-level ofﬁcials involved
in the planning and operation of the Vietnam War, Jennifer Milliken
and David Sylvan reconstructed the world as seen by U.S. foreign-policymakers. They argued that the gender order deﬁned their foreign policy
in such a way that targets were treated differently according to the sex
with which they were identiﬁed. So U.S. policy-makers viewed femaleidentiﬁed South Vietnamese adversaries in a relationship of subordination to them; the South Vietnamese were viewed as bodies to dominate.
On the other hand, male-identiﬁed North Vietnamese targets were viewed
as sources of competition, thus seeing annihilation as the option in relation to them.85 One can easily see that, not only did gender relations of
power have a great deal to do with the way in which the war in Vietnam
was conducted, but also that, in the minds and imagination of U.S.
policy-makers, the war in Vietnam was a reﬂection of the gender order
as they lived it. In enacting the war, strategists were also recreating the
existing gender order. Violence then reproduced the gender order and
language was a medium through which this process was enacted.
Through her experiences working and studying with defense intellectuals, Carol Cohn discovered that the “elaborate use of abstraction and euphemism” in the “technostrategic” language used by these
intellectuals “never forced the speaker or enabled the listener to touch
the realities of nuclear holocaust that lay behind the words.”86 In addition to abstractions, defense strategists used a sexually charged language to describe bombs and missiles. However, resisting the temptation
that led some earlier feminists to associate the arms race with “phallic
worship” or “missile envy,” Cohn also went beyond Galtung’s idea
that there is a connection between male sexuality and bombs. While
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observing the deeply homoerotic function of imageries such as “patting
the missile,” Cohn hypothesized that, because one pats what is harmless
and little, the act and imagery of patting represented a way to minimize
or deny the deadly impact of weapons of mass destruction.
For Cohn, however, one of the most surprising discoveries was
when she heard defense analysts speak about weapons and war strategies with domestic metaphors:
[i]n the ever-friendly, even romantic world of nuclear weaponry,
enemies “exchange” warheads; one missile “takes out” another;
weapons systems can “marry up”; “coupling” is sometimes used to
refer to the wiring between mechanisms of warning and response,
or to the psycho-political links between strategic (intercontinental)
and theater (European-based) weapons.87

On the one hand, these metaphors allow people to “think the unthinkable,” to minimize and make more comfortable the possibilities
that nuclear arms embody; on the other, images of male birth and religious images seemed to act like a contorted replacement of the power
to create with the power to destroy. These and other images acted as
powerful and seducing tools, to allow both speaker and listener to talk
about nuclear destruction from the point of view of the user, the controller of nuclear weapons, and not their victims.88 The highly abstract
and specialized language of nuclear strategists simply does not have
words that speak about human suffering and burning ﬂesh, but it offers
distance from and control of nuclear arms and the consequences of their
use. Insofar as it cannot describe emotions, as it is highly abstract and
clinical, and insofar as its utterance is distanced and dispassionate,
technostrategic language is gendered and it is based on the suppression,
silencing, and delegitimation of all that is feminine.89
Most importantly, learning to understand and use technostrategic
language is a process through which the mind becomes militarized, even
when the intent is to outsmart or get the better of nuclear strategists at
their own game:
The activity of trying to out-reason defense intellectuals in their
own games gets you thinking inside their rules, tacitly accepting all
the unspoken assumptions of their paradigms. You become subject
to the tyranny of concepts. The language shapes your categories of
thought ... and deﬁnes the boundaries of the imagination.90
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This highly gendered discourse is also a curtain behind which
political decisions are made, and it is used to legitimize such decisions.
Debunking its rationality myth and exposing its highly gendered nature
and dependence on denigration of the feminine, fear of death, homoeroticism, heterosexism, and the enjoyment of belonging to a privileged
community, is an important way to challenge the power of such discourse and the destructive possibilities it creates.
In summary, feminist analysis is important to underscore the ways
in which language both legitimizes and creates certain realities, rather
than others. Because it allows us to see the processes through which
language is constitutive as well as reﬂective of reality, gender analysis
also permits us to imagine ways in which alternative realities can be
created. This is especially relevant when thinking about the language
that creates and recreates violence as a real possibility in people’s lives,
whether it is war or battering of intimate partners.
4. Gender and Violence Are Mutually Constituted
Galtung relies on biological sex to understand the process by which
violence becomes acceptable and accepted in society. Feminists talk about
masculinities and femininities. Masculinity and femininity are not biologically determined categories. They are, instead, socially constituted
ideal types to which “real” men and women must conform.
Drawing on Robert Connell’s inﬂuential work on Gender and Power,
many feminists see the gender order as constituted by and dependent on
a power hierarchy of masculinities and femininities, at the top of which
stands the ideal of hegemonic masculinity. This, in turn, “is always
constructed in relation to various subordinated masculinities as well as
in relation to women.”91 For most contemporary feminist social scientists, violence is a socially learned expression of this speciﬁc kind of
masculinity (i.e., hegemonic masculinity).92 Furthermore, violence is seen
as implicated in the construction of hegemonic masculinity. Since gender is a practice,93 produced and reproduced through social relations,
violence can be seen as a method for the reproduction of the “gender
order.”
In his research on men in sports, for example, Michael Messner
situated “sports violence as a practice which helps to construct hegemonic
masculinity.”94 Historically, violent sports were instituted as a response
to women’s increasing power in society and the corresponding loss of
male privilege; moreover, they were created expressly as a training ground
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for the battleﬁeld and for the shaping of the male body into a “manliness”
ideal.95 Correspondingly, war,
was widely believed to develop those martial qualities in men that
were seen to be needed in the struggle for life, and it was widely
thought that there was an inseparable link between the fulﬁllment
of martial ideals for the individual man and imperialism abroad.96

Soldiering and the associated capacity for violence as a practice has
historically been constitutive of masculinity, at least a particular kind of
masculinity.97 In addition, the training of soldiers has been as much
about regulating, categorizing, shaping, and modifying men’s bodies for
battle as it has been about establishing and normalizing gender relations
of power. Military training is designed to force men to develop a tolerance for violence toward oneself and toward others. Scandals raised by
several spousal murders involving military families in Fort Bragg army
base in 2002 have brought the attention of the U.S. public to the underresearched and under-reported problem of domestic abuse in the
military. Although incomplete, comparative studies consistently show a
higher incidence of spousal and intimate partner abuse in the military
than among the civilian population.98 In April 2000, the Department of
Defense created a Task Force devoted to the study and prevention of,
and struggle against, the battering of intimate partners, which has been
recognized as a “pervasive problem” among military ranks.99 The
Department of Defense attributes the frequency of spousal abuse to the
stresses peculiar to the military lifestyle, such as frequent deployments,
dangerous duty, long job hours, and the like.
Ofﬁcial sources would obviously deny that violence is endemic to
the military as an institution. A theory consistent with Johan Galtung’s
deﬁnition of violence could claim that the military inherently possesses a
culture of violence that legitimates violence against women. However,
feminists would go further than that and contend that the building of a
violent culture and behavior depends on the building of a hatred and
subjugation of the feminine. Thus, violence is involved in the construction of masculinity through the shaping of the male body and the
domination of women, the female body, and all that is associated with
the feminine. “The threat of feminization is a tool with which male
conformity to a hegemonic ideal is policed,”100 and strategies of feminization are used in the formation of “hierarchies of masculinities,” thus in
the subordination of groups of men by other men.101
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Furthermore, military service has served as a rite of passage for
young men in many societies and has been linked to the privileges
and power associated with modern citizenship. In contemporary U.S.
society, having served in the military and having been in combat are
seen as important for the establishment of a high-ranking political
career, for example. This rite of passage has long depended on an
exclusionary process which denied women and categories of men that
did not ﬁt the hegemonic ideals access to the military and to the associated citizenship rights.102 In sum and most importantly, the links
between military service, citizenship, and the modern state establish a
connection between violence, citizenship, and hegemonic masculinity,
so that all depend upon each other for permanence and recreation.
The capacity or potential for violence is then indissolubly associated
with citizenship and the state through an appeal to “manliness.”
Feminization as an exclusionary and policing process has also
served as a tool of state policies, more generally. Feminization has been
essential in the justiﬁcation of imperialism. Western state creation
and identiﬁcation depended on a binary construct that juxtaposed
the “civilized” world with the “uncivilized” and feminized “other” so
as to make possible, justify, and legitimize colonization in its various
(violent) forms.103 For example, Mrinalini Sinha showed that imperialism
was inextricably connected to and dependent on gender relations and
identities, through the development and manipulation of an ideal of
manliness on the part of the ruler. Sinha saw British opposition to
self rule in the nineteenth-century province of Bengali as linked to a
Victorian ideal of manliness which was reﬂected in the British construction of Bengali men as effeminate, lustful, primitive, thus incapable
of self-restraint and self-government. Victorian hegemonic masculinity
models thus served to justify and legitimize the retention of exclusive
political and economic power over Bengali society at the exclusion of
Bengali men.104 In other words, imperialism as form of direct violence
with structurally violent consequences is itself dependent on gender
relations for its existence and perpetuation.
This discussion about violence and masculinities reveals that more
than constituting the cultural environment that makes violence acceptable and legitimate, as Galtung claims, gender relations are implicated
in the very creation of violence. Violence is both made possible by the
existence of power/gender relations, and power/gender relations rely on
violence for their reproduction. Violence and gender are involved in a
relationship of mutual constitution.
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A PEACE STUDIES/FEMINISM ALLIANCE? CONCLUSIONS

Many scholars have problematized the relationship between women and
peace. Christine Sylvester, Jean Elshtain, J. Ann Tickner, and Berenice
Carroll, among others, have correctly pointed out that the association
of women with peace is disempowering and harmful for both women
and peace. It is also disempowering for men who are peacemakers,
because somehow, according to this view, they have to accept the idea
that they are emasculated males.
My contention is that an alliance between peace studies and feminism is possible only if peace studies scholars start taking feminism
seriously and undertake reformulations of their theories, concepts, and
categories, based on the premise that gender is an important and useful
category of analysis. By reexamining Johan Galtung’s theory of violence
with “gender lenses” we can see that this alliance is indeed in the best
interest of both peace studies and feminism.
Galtung’s theory of violence offers theorists and practitioners in the
ﬁeld of violence against women a framework within which violence
against women can be seen in the larger context of societal violence.
While feminists have variously theorized about the subjects of war and
violence, and have found links and continuities between all forms of
oppression, a feminist theory of violence that takes into account violence of different kinds does not exist. Galtung and the peace studies
framework provide us with one. Moreover, Galtung’s violence triangle
maintains a critical focus on systems and structures of inequality, while
allowing for the discussion of differences and identities that is so crucial
to feminism.
On the other hand, feminism contributes to Galtung’s theory by
seriously tackling issues of power and gender, which are essential to an
understanding of violence as a complicated process through which
social relations of power are built, legitimized, reproduced, and naturalized. By viewing gender as a social construct, a gender-sensitive theory
of violence dispels the myth of a peaceful or peace-prone femininity
(and correspondingly a warrior, or war-prone masculinity). We are
then able to see that a variety of masculinities and femininities exist,
which experience violence in different terms and from different positions of power. Moreover, relations of gender permeate all other social
forms of organization, which therefore depend on hierarchical gender
notions to exist and be justiﬁed. Gender as a symbolic construct allows
us to break down gendered dichotomies such as violence/peace, victim/
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perpetrator, and subject/object and focus on continuities, complexities,
and contestations when looking at social phenomena and social relations. The dismantling of binary categories also lets us envision avenues
for change and empowerment.
Furthermore, feminists have shown that the gender order makes
violence possible by operating through language metaphors. Gendered
language shapes our view of the world in such a way that only certain
worlds are made imaginable, where other visions are erased from the
realm of possibilities. Gendered language legitimates and naturalizes
worlds that are based on domination and violence. Finally, a gendersensitive theory of violence posits that socialization methods rely on
violence to determine gender identities and that hegemonic masculinities
are shaped by violence. Violence is involved in the creation of masculinities in such a way that it then becomes equated with “being a man.”
Violence is to be found at the basis of our social organization, as
it produces and reproduces the gender order. On the other hand, the
gender order naturalizes and reproduces unequal and violent social relations. With a gender lens, we can understand how violence and (gender)
power relations are mutually constituted in all spheres of social life.
Gender lenses also allow us to see how the three components of
the violence triangle posited by Galtung (direct, structural, and cultural
violence) are related to each other, and contribute to the preservation
of violence in society. The different levels of violence cannot be viewed
in isolation from each other, and they cannot be viewed as independent
from the social construction of hegemonic identities, be it hegemonic
masculinities or hegemonic races.
In opposition to IR theorists of various shapes, Christine Sylvester
asserted that security is an ever-contested, ever-moving process, a site
of struggles, partial achievements, and incoherences. Against a universalizing, timeless, either-or approach to international security, Sylvester
suggested that security “is always partial ... both elusive and mundane.”105
I propose that, similarly, violence can be seen as a process that
involves different, at times contradictory, practices, at different but
coexisting and interdependent levels. Violence is not a static entity: it
involves constant change and adaptation to society’s new requirements.
Violence is aided, sustained, and reproduced through institutions,
practices, and discourses. It is in a relationship of mutual constitution to
institutions, practices, and discourses.106 It is not a static system, thus it
also embodies change and the elements of its own dismantling as a
practice or process. Violence as a process is embedded in language and
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in all social institutions. It is constituted by and constitutive of gender
relations of power. It depends on gendered dichotomies for its existence.
The different levels at which violence manifests itself might well be
exempliﬁed by Galtung’s violence triangle, but they cannot be divorced
from gender.
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